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WELCOME!
It is a privilege to be on the board of the
British Province’s ‘window on the world’,
which is Jesuit Missions.
This world is one where our partners have important and sometimes
urgent needs. Our network now extends further than our traditional
interests in Guyana, Zimbabwe and South Africa to parts of South
Asia, other countries in Africa and indeed all over the world. The
lessons of creativity and resilience that emerge from the communities
we support overseas get shared with our schools, parishes and
supporters across Britain.
Jesuit Missions is concerned with the needs of the most marginalised
people. It takes all of us to come together in supporting projects
overseas and campaigning for change to deliver justice for those
most deprived.

MARTYRED FOR JUSTICE

The actions taken by Jesuits working in poorer areas across the world
and those taken by communities here in Britain indicate what is close
to the hearts of all of us involved with Jesuit Missions - justice.
Your support is much needed and much appreciated! We are
delighted that you join with us in our work.

Br Stephen Power SJ | Chair

THANK YOU

Fr Swamy, an 84 year old
Indian Jesuit, was imprisoned
in India in October 2020
on wholly false charges
of terrorism and died in
hospital in July 2021 after
contracting COVID.

Despite many challenges, this has been
a year imbued with hope.
Jesuit Missions has not only reached out to thousands of
marginalised people, but we have also joined them in campaigning
for change.

Fr Stan Swamy SJ
Fr Swamy was a man of great
courage and dignity. He spent
his life working for the rights of the most marginalised
people in India. It put him firmly on the side of the
poor and, as a result, squarely in opposition to some
powerful forces of repression and exploitation.

When Indian Jesuit, Fr Stan Swamy, was unjustly imprisoned for his
work supporting the poorest people in India, we led a campaign for
his release. Tragically he died from complications caused by COVID
before he could clear his name.

Because what we do mirrors who we are and what we believe, then
in even the smallest of actions, this has been a year filled with hope.
As Richard Rohr says: “A little bit of God goes a long way.”
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Jesuit Missions is proud to have led several protests
outside the Indian High Commission in London
drawing attention to Fr Swamy’s unjust detention.
We were joined by many of Fr Stan’s British
confrères including our Provincial.
Fr Stan may have been a prisoner of the state but
he died a free man. As he wrote before he died:
“Even a caged bird can sing.”

Over 1,000 birthday
cards from Jesuit
Missions’ supporters
for Fr Stan Swamy SJ

He was harassed for many months before his arrest
when he became India’s oldest political prisoner. The
charges against him were false and there is strong
circumstantial evidence to suggest that incriminating
evidence had been planted on his laptop.

The outcome of COP26 in Glasgow was disappointing especially
for countries most vulnerable to climate change. I was especially
inspired to be with school students at Downing Street when
they presented Jesuit Missions’ petition, signed by thousands of
supporters, urging Boris Johnson to “Be Bold” at the COP26.

Thank you for the hope which your support inspires in us.

Fr Stan Swamy SJ became the 58th Jesuit “martyr” in the last
52 years to have lost his life working for peace and reconciliation.

Paul Chitnis | Director

The Indian judicial system refused his applications
for bail on humanitarian grounds. Only when Fr Stan
caught COVID and was very weak did the courts
release him eventually into the care of a local Catholic
hospital where he died.

To find out more about our
campaigns, scan the QR code or go to
jesuitmissions.org.uk/campaigns
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CHANGING LIVES
84,674

PEOPLE HELPED
GLOBALLY

EDUCATION FOR LIFE

COVID RESPONSE

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHALLENGE

South Sudan is one of the poorest countries
on earth. More than 7 million people are
food-insecure and 1.4 million children are
acutely malnourished.

India has the highest recorded number of
COVID cases and deaths in Asia. The virus has
devastated the economy and led to a massive
spike in unemployment leaving thousands of
labourers without jobs making it much harder to
feed their children.

Climate change is the biggest threat to people
living in low-income countries. All of the
communities in which our Jesuit partners are
working are affected by it. In Madagascar, where
90% of the 26 million people live on less than
$1.90 a day, a deadly combination of poverty,
poor infrastructure and climate change has led to
a drought which has pushed more than 1 million
people into food insecurity.

Rwanda is one of the most densely populated
countries in the world and land use is always under
pressure. The Urumuri Centre, with support from
Jesuit Missions, is helping schools to grow crops on
repurposed land. Once harvested, the crops are
sold and the profits provide meals for the poorest
pupils. Future plans include growing fruit trees
which, in time, will provide up to 1500 children with
a nutritious meal.

The Arrupe Centre in Madagascar, supported by
Jesuit Missions, is working hard to protect land
through reforestation and restoration. It is also
educating and empowering young people to be
ambassadors for environmental protection in their
local communities.

But our mission is about more
than supporting practical
projects on the ground. It
is also about addressing the
underlying causes of poverty
and injustice.

Young people face huge barriers to education
from poverty to political instability. Most children
leave school early or have never attended at all.
Without education, their life-chances are gravely
impaired. Women and girls are the most affected.
The Jesuits have responded to this challenge by
establishing St Peter’s Ecological Training Centre.
It offers vocational courses for young adults
in everything from plumbing and construction
to beauty and cooking. 20 students graduated
this year. Some have skills in renewable energy
solutions while others will set up small business
in the local community.
THANKS TO YOU, JESUIT MISSIONS
HAS HELPED CHANGE THE LIVES OF
PEOPLE IN SOUTH
SUDAN THIS YEAR.

2,022
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FOR GOOD

The Jesuits in India have led a major initiative to
provide essentials like food and medicine for some
of the hardest hit families in Madurai, Kerala and
Darjeeling. It’s a lifeline for some of the poorest
families struggling to make ends meet.
Fr Deepak Edattu SJ from Kerala says: “We were
able to support 3072 families. The food kits are
a great relief to the poorest of the poor. The
people of Kerala are grateful to you for your
constant support.”

Turn over to
read more about
Jesuit Missions’
campaigns

WITH YOUR HELP, OVER
PEOPLE HAVE
RECEIVED FOOD
AND MEDICINE DURING THE PANDEMIC.

15,000

JRS volunteers preparing food

JRS volunteers preparing food

Students installing a solar panel

Women receiving emergency supplies

Mialy, a Jesuit Missions partner in Madagascar, on land degraded by drought
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FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW

The pilgrims during their walk at the Falkirk Wheel

THE FUTURE OF
THE PLANET IS IN
GOOD HANDS
Pupils from Jesuit and Ursuline schools deliver our petition to 10 Downing Street

FAITH THAT DOES JUSTICE
In September, we launched a petition urging the Prime Minister to
take bold action at COP26. Thousands of people signed the petition
which was handed into 10 Downing Street by students from Jesuit and
Ursuline schools.
In November, we took the fight directly to COP26 in Glasgow. Twenty
of our supporters from as far afield as the USA made a pilgrimage from
Edinburgh to Glasgow praying for the success of COP26. They were
met by the British Provincial, Fr Damian Howard SJ, and together we
all joined the Climate Justice March in Glasgow, the largest the city has
ever seen. Our media coverage in nearly 30 different publications as well
as local and national BBC Radio was extensive.
Thanks to everyone who supported our campaign and whose prayers
inspired us especially when the rains came.

FR DENIS
PROTESTS

Fr Denis Blackledge SJ

Fr Denis Blackledge SJ, parish
priest of St Francis Xavier’s church
in Liverpool, staged a hunger
strike last June in protest against
the government’s planned cuts to
the foreign aid budget. Fr Denis
said this was his first protest
but he was so angry about the
decision that he wanted to make a
public gesture against it.
“I want to be alongside people
and to bring them into hope and
encouragement, into love
and compassion...”

Jesuit Missions’ campaigners on the Climate Justice March at COP26
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Fr Denis’ fast raised £700 for Jesuit
Missions and other charities.

This was a most remarkable experience, for
I found that I had accepted an invitation from
Jesuit Missions to act as a Chaplain to
the group of 28 pilgrims, including two
ordained Jesuits and two Novices, walking
from Edinburgh to Glasgow for COP26.
As we walked along the canals that run
across Scotland, many of these young
Fr Nick King SJ
Catholics had their breath taken away
by Scotland’s autumnal loveliness; they found
themselves drawn to praise the Creator for the beauty.
We did a good deal of praying. Several of the pilgrims made use of the
rosary, that supreme way of praying on pilgrimage. And everyone found
our daily practice of walking in silence for an hour very devotional
indeed. There was also a mass each day, including a memorable one
celebrated by the Antonine Wall.

We are so grateful to our
generous supporters for their
financial support in 2021.
These donations enable us
to work with some of the
poorest and most vulnerable
communities in the world.

British Province
£3,123
Other income
£15,424
Investment income
£132,844
Legacies
£373,046

INCOME

£1,685,442
EXPENDITURE

£1,796,158

On arrival in Glasgow, we joined thousands of campaigners marching
through the city. We were cheered on by the Glasgow crowds, who
led us to understand that they were very much on side with the
climate campaigners.

Essential
support
£90,585

What did we achieve? Was it a waste of time when we could salve our
consciences without doing anything uncomfortable? Some would have so
argued; but my sense was that we can trust the young people to do the
small things that it falls to them to do, in their own place, different in each
case. In the end, I left with a powerful sense that the future of the planet
is in good hands. Our young people are to be trusted; they are not going
to allow God’s creation to die. And neither is God.
Don’t miss out on our latest campaign activities, stay
in the loop by signing up to our online communications
jesuitmissions.org.uk/campaigns

Donations
£1,161,005

Fundraising
£15,869
Other
expenses
£7,281
International
development
£1,680,346

UK
advocacy
£2,077
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Abrencia (right) with Lucy

Lucy with Abrencia (right) and Fr Pascal, Director of HLDRC (left)

THE POWER OF SOLIDARITY
In October I visited our partners in India for the first time. India
has been severely hit by the pandemic, and after two years of loss
of livelihoods and education, it is easy to wonder if our support has
made any difference. I found the answer to be an overwhelming yes!

Since 2018, Jesuit Missions has been working with
the Jesuits in Darjeeling to combat human trafficking
in the region’s tea gardens. As tea drinkers will know,
Darjeeling is famous for its tea plantations. But in
India it is notorious as a human trafficking hotspot
where women and girls are lured into modern
slavery because of the dire poverty in which they live.
I met Abrencia at her home on a tea garden where
she now lives since being rescued 1000 miles
away. Her spinal cord was shattered after she was
thrown out of a window by her employer. Our
partner, HLDRC, is now enabling her to get medical
treatment as well as funding to help her start her
own business selling clothes and makeup.

Abrencia is one of many girls whose lives have been
changed thanks to the programme we are supporting
with the generous help of you, our donors. The
programme offers courses in nursing, computer repairs
and cosmetics to reduce the vulnerability of the
women to trafficking.
I will never forget the excited young women training to
be nurses or the inspiring Jesuits who in the spirit of
Fr Stan Swamy are dedicating their lives to the most
marginalised. My journey was an incredibly consoling
experience, which reminded me above all of the power of
solidarity and friendship in difficult times. What may seem
a small gesture can be life changing for someone else.
Lucy Gillingham | International Programmes Officer

Stay up to date
throughout the year,
scan the QR code
to sign up to our
monthly e-newsletter.
Jesuit Missions 11 Edge Hill, Wimbledon, London SW19 4LR
jesuitmissions.org.uk
(+44) 208 9460466
jesuitmissionsuk
@JesuitMissions
jesuitmissions
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